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Attributes, Vestments, Context and Inscription 
in the Identifi cation of Nubian Paintings

Proposing the ‘Multi-Layer’
Image Recognition Method

M  Ł

Abstract: The aim of this paper is to present a method that enables identifi cation of Nubian 
paintings whose tituli have not been preserved or are incomplete. This method is reminiscent 
of the laborious piecing together of mosaics from scattered and incomplete tesserae. The 
attributes, vestments or contexts are such tesserae, which taken into consideration together 
enable the composing of a mosaic, piece by piece. Some interpretations of the paintings 
were made during excavations, without time for deeper analysis. Identifi cations created 
in this way have become so merged with the images, and then repeated frequently, that 
it was very diffi  cult to change them and introduce a new perspective on already widely 
accepted opinions. In this article, I have focused on a few select examples that show how 
one can identify individual paintings, but also how one can fall into the trap of too easy 
comparisons and attributions. A scholar studying Nubian art has to be cautious as its 
iconography is sometimes so original that it cannot be easily compared to Byzantine or 
any other cultural patterns.
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Scholars studying Coptic and Nubian iconography often face the problem of the proper 
identifi cation of wall-paintings. This results from the fact that many paintings have been 
preserved in a fragmentary state. There are often large fragments of characters and descrip-
tive inscriptions missing. At times, inscriptions are preserved fragmentarily, which allows 
for a more detailed interpretation. 

The aim of my article is to present a method that enables an approximate (and at the 
same time rather cautious) identifi cation of paintings whose tituli have not been preserved 
or are incomplete. This method is reminiscent of the laborious assembling of mosaics 
from scattered and incomplete tesserae. The elements mentioned in the title of this paper 
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are like single tesserae, which taken into account independently do not always allow for 
a fi nal identifi cation.1

Attributes greatly contribute to recognising characters, but may have such a general 
meaning that they should be assigned to a wider group of saints. Let us take into conside-
ration such attributes as books. These objects can be held by Christ,2 the apostles, bishops3 
or other fi gures counted among the broadly understood group of people engaged in intel-
lectual work. In turn, the vestment is often an element that allows one to determine what 
function the person performed: whether he was a ruler or a clergyman.4 The attributes, 
in combination with the vestment, enable a narrowing down of the identifi cation of the 
fi gures, e.g. a book in combination with a suitable garment make it possible to determine 
whether a character is a bishop.

However, it is not always possible, without an appropriate inscription, to determine 
whether the bishop was alive while his image was being painted, although in this case 
another attribute is helpful – a halo around his head. The physiognomic type is another 
element that enables identifi cation of a character if it has been preserved in a complete and 
not fragmentary state, e.g. when the face is not lacking. Sometimes, however, the fi gures 
are shown in such a schematic way that the type of physiognomy cannot be a decisive 
clue in determining the identifi cation.5

Context is another element that aids in the process of identifying paintings. This includes 
the place where the paintings were located within the building, since sacral spaces were 
subordinated to a specifi c liturgical and iconographic program. In addition, the role that 
some characters played in the overall scene can be classifi ed as the context in which they 
functioned. It is occasionally possible to connect the image with the text behind it, which 
enables the identifi cation of singular characters.

The last of the elements mentioned in the title are inscriptions, which should be a factor 
determining the recognition of given fi gures or whole scenes, especially when they have 
been preserved in full or when one can be sure that a particular inscription refers specifi cally 
to a given painting and not another one. Let us investigate the above initial assumptions 
on some chosen examples. 

1 Although this method refers to the previously used ones in the history of art, e.g. Erwin Panofsky (1939), 
its innovation comes from the fact that it shows the practical side of the work on the identifi cation of Christian 
paintings discovered during excavations in the Sudan, especially the ones which are severely damaged. More on 
the new research methods of history of art in: Bryl et al. (Eds) 2009.

2 Iwaszkiewicz-Wronikowska 2003: 135.
3 Martens-Czarnecka 1974: 309–334.
4 Woźniak 2014; Innemée 1992.
5 For example, in room 29 of the North-West Annex of the Monastery on Kom H in Old Dongola, the 

 apostles are shown in such a schematic way that they all look much the same. Cf. Martens-Czarnecka 2001: 268, 
Pls XLIV–XLV; 2011: 201, 206, Figs 101–103, cat. no. 68, Figs MMC_068_01–15. 
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THE ATTRIBUTES

A painting from the Faras Cathedral, dated to the late tenth/early eleventh century can be 
presented as the fi rst example.6 The mural was not removed from the wall as it had been 
severely damaged (Fig. 1). At the moment of its discovery, only the middle part of the 
fi gure was preserved (without the hands). It was possible to state that the fi gure’s attire 
consisted of a tunic with two clavi. On the fi gure’s sides, there were two fragments of 
wings, adorned with single peacock feathers. Until recently, this painting was identifi ed as 
the Archangel Michael on the basis of the type of wings on which the individual peacock 
feathers were observable. Wings are thought to be the characteristic attribute of angels 
and archangels.7 However, in the Bible, archangels and angels are described as wingless 
creatures (and they were presented as such on the oldest Christian monuments).8 Wings 
were added to the images of archangels by the end of the fi fth century, under the infl uence 
of pre-Christian iconography and the writings of the Church Fathers.9 It seems that Nikes 

6 Jakobielski et al. 2017: 228, cat. no. 62.
7 Peers 2001: 23.
8 Jastrzębowska 2011: 153.
9 Tertullian e.g. wrote: Every spirit is winged; so it is with angels, so it is with demons. Thus in a moment 

they are everywhere; all the world is to them one spot; what is being done, and where, it is as easy for them to 

1. An Archangel. Faras 
Cathedral, nave, third north 
pillar, east side; photo in situ 
(Phot. M. Niepokólczycki; 
courtesy of IKŚiO PAN).
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and Victories were the direct prototypes for winged archangels and angels; however, 
many other ancient gods and demons were presented with wings.10 Early Nubian images 
of the archangels, dated to the seventh–eighth centuries, present archangels already 
with wings, on which feathers are marked in the form of rows of straight lines.11 In the 
eighth century, one can note the appearance of eyes on the archangels’ wings,12 while in 
the ninth century peacock feathers were introduced.13 Until recently, peacock feathers were 
considered to be an ‘exclusive’ element of the Archangel Michael’s images.14 Neverthe-
less, the excavations carried out in the Archangel Raphael’s Church at the Citadel in Old 
Dongola by the Polish mission supervised by Włodzimierz Godlewski (in the 2015–2016 
season) led to an interesting discovery of paintings depicting the Archangel Rafael. The 
Archangel was painted in the eastern part of the nave. He was rendered in a standing posi-
tion, frontally, with lowered wings, adorned with peacock feathers. The well-preserved 
titulus leaved no doubt as to the identifi cation of this Archangel as Raphael, not Michael.15 
This discovery verifi ed current opinions and proved that the identifi cation of the murals 
conducted thus far, especially those without tituli, was very doubtful. 

An additional danger faced by scholars results from the too literal comparison of Byzan-
tine and Nubian iconography. An example can be provided by an eight century mural 
depicting two Archangels, Michael and Gabriel, from Faras Cathedral.16 Both images 
come from the narthex of the building (Fig. 2). The Archangels are shown very similarly, 
almost like twins. They are clad in long tunics and loroi. Their wings are covered with eye 
motifs. They are both holding globes in their left hands. However, one of the Archangels 
is holding a sword in his right hand (Fig. 3), and the second a trumpet (Fig. 4). Had it 
not been for the well-preserved tituli, scholars would rather have identifi ed the Archangel 
with the sword as Michael, as he was the commander-in-chief of the heavenly forces. 
The sword was seen as a weapon with which God punishes sinners, A sword has been 
sharpened, it has been fl ashing (Ez 21:8–10). It also symbolised a Judge’s power. In the 
Last Judgement scenes, Michael was represented bearing a sword and scales (for weighing 

know as to tell. Their swiftness passes for divinity, because their real nature is unknown. The Apology 22: 8; see: 
Tertullian, Apology 1984: 121.

10 Cf. e.g. Martin 2001: 23; Ostrowski 2003; Krauze 2012: 32–35.
11 Jakobielski et al. 2017: 119–120, cat. no. 4; 146–147, cat. no. 19.
12 Łaptaś 2015: 51.
13 Jakobielski et al. 2017: 173–174, cat. no. 36.
14 The decoration on the wings (peacock feathers) identifi es this fi gure as the Archangel Michael. He is the 

only one of the archangels to have this motif depicted on his wings in the late 10th and early 11th century 
(although later examples are also known). This distinction is evident in the Nativity scene [Cat. No. 70] and in 
murals of Michael and Gabriel [Cat. Nos 105 and 106], where only Michael’s wings feature this decoration. 
Jakobielski et al. 2017: 228, cat. no. 62. 

15 The painting was presented by Włodzimierz Godlewski during a lecture organised by the Institute of 
Mediterranean and Oriental Cultures, Polish Academy of Sciences in 2016, and by Agnieszka Ryś on the confer-
ence ‘Poles on the Nile’, June 16, 2016.

16 Jakobielski et al. 2017: 165–166, cat. nos 31–32.
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souls).17 The famous Byzantine icon (c. 1000–1050), housed in the Treasury of San Marco 
in Venice, shows Michael as the patron of the Holy Warriors, wielding a sword in his right 
hand.18 Michael was also labelled the archistrategos by the inscriptions accompanying 
Nubian paintings. Therefore, linking this Archangel with a sword seemed to be the most 
obvious association.19 Yet, in the case of Faras, the titulus labels the Archangel with a sword 
as Gabriel, whereas the Archangel with a trumpet as Michael. 

What was the reason for representing the archistrategos with a trumpet in this specifi c 
case? The answer may come from a biblical interpretation. The trumpet was a very 
powerful instrument. The sound of trumpets led to Jericho’s walls falling (Jo 6:4–5). This 
instrument also performed a major role in the Book of Revelation, in which seven angels 
were described wielding seven trumpets. When subsequent angels sounded their trumpets 

17 Michael was also depicted with a sword in the following scenes: that of his conversations with Joshua 
(the Joshua Roll), cf. Weitzmann 1948: 14, Pl. 13, or later, in the Koimesis scenes (when he cut off  Jephonias’ 
hands), cf. Pallas 1972: 40–41.

18 Drake Boehm 1984: 171–174, cat. no. 19.
19 As on the sardonyx cameo, housed in the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York. Cf. Evans (Ed.) 

2004: 239, cat. nos 147.

2. The Archangels Michael and Gabriel and the Virgin Eleusa. Faras Cathedral, narthex, western wall; photo in situ 
(Phot. A. Dziewanowski; courtesy of IKŚiO PAN). 
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3. Archangel Gabriel, detail of 
the composition seen on Fig. 2 
(Phot. M. Niepokólczycki; 
courtesy of IKŚiO PAN). 

4. Archangel Michael, detail of 
the composition seen on Fig. 2 
(Phot. M. Niepokólczycki; 
courtesy of IKŚiO PAN).
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there were further cataclysms in the world, and the sound of the seventh trumpet foretold 
the Kingdom of the Lord and the Last Judgment (Rv 11:15–18).20 Thus, in the case of Faras, 
Michael was identifi ed with the angel who summoned the Dead to the Last Judgement. In 
Coptic liturgical texts, such a function was also attributed to Michael.21 One should also 
take into consideration the space in the Faras Cathedral in which the image of Michael 
was placed. Both Archangels were painted by the western wall of the narthex of the 
Faras Cathedral, on the wall, where the scenes of the Last Judgment were usually located 
in Byzantium. Undoubtedly, Archangel Michael’s image was in line with this tradition. 
In this context, one can understand the similar linking of the sword with the image of 
the Archangel Gabriel. While Michael summoned the Dead to rise, Gabriel separated the 
Righteous from the Sinners. The fact that both Archangels were placed by the western 
entrance to the Cathedral additionally made this interpretation more profound by showing 
that they were guardians, defending holy space from the evil forces wanting to break in.

Finally, it is worth quoting Origen, who in the third century  wrote that a particular 
offi  ce is assigned to a particular angel: as to Raphael, e.g., the work of curing and healing; 
to Gabriel, the conduct of wars; to Michael, the duty of attending to the prayers and suppli-
cations of mortals (De Principiis I: 8, 1).22 As one can see, this theological representative 
of the School of Alexandria treated Gabriel, not Michael, as the one who conducted wars.

To conclude, scholars wanting to understand Nubian iconography have to avoid making 
straightforward associations of given attributes with certain characters. Moreover, looking 
through the Byzantine eye at Nubian iconography can be somewhat tricky, as primarily 
the tradition fl ourishing in the Nile Valley should be taken into consideration.

THE VESTMENTS

One of the elements that can help to identify the character is her/his vestments. At the 
same time, they do not allow for a precise identifi cation but rather for assigning to a given 
social group. For example, the sticharion, epitrachelion, phelonion and omophorion enable 
recognising a character as a bishop. If the bishop has a white face, he can be identifi ed as 
having been holy or deceased, e.g. St John Chrysostom.23 If, however, the skin is dark-
brown, it can mean that we are dealing with an image of a Nubian bishop, who was alive 
while the image was being created. This is confi rmed by a formula which appears next to 
the images, including a wish of many years of life: ΠΟΛΛΑ TΑ ÉTI.24

20 Then the seventh angel blew his trumpet, and there were loud voices in heaven, saying: “The kingdom of 
the world has become, the Kingdom of our Lord and of his Messiah, and he will reign forever and ever” 
(Rv 11:15), quoted after: Oxford Annotated Bible 2001: 2167.

21 Müller 1959: 11.
22 See translation: Origen, De Pricipiis 1885. See also: Müller 1959: 143.
23 Jakobielski et al. 2017: 194–195, cat. no. 46.
24 See, e.g. the image of Bishop Marianos, under the protection of the Virgin and Christ in Jakobielski et al. 

2017: 308–309.
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Returning, however, to our considerations of the attire, it should be noted that sometimes 
not all of its elements have been correctly identifi ed. One such example is the already 
mentioned mural of St John Chrysostom from the Faras Cathedral (Fig. 5). The term 
‘golden-mouthed’ leaves no doubt which saint is represented here. While in this case the 
inscription precisely defi nes the presented fi gure one element raises a lot of doubts as, in 
my opinion, it has been wrongly interpreted as an object hanging around the saint’s neck. 

It is an elongated element attached to a rope around the neck and hanging down 
vertically, at the level of the bishop’s chest. Various scholars have interpreted its function 
diff erently. Kazimierz Michałowski wrote: He also has a yellow cord round his neck, from 
which hangs a small yellow object in the form of a mace. It is probably a swarm of bees, 
one of the Saint’s attributes.25 Bożena Mierzejewska, in turn, identifi ed this object quite 
diff erently: the elongated, yellow object, hanging around the Saint’s neck may be a pencil 
case.26 Recently, Stefan Jakobielski has presented a new interpretation: As to the myste-
rious object worn by St John, it might be a pendant of gold encasing tiny splinters from 
the Cross of the Crucifi xion, which was worn by both men and women around the neck.27

25 Michałowski 1974: 143, cat. no. 20.
26 Mierzejewska 2014: 148.
27 Jakobielski et al. 2017: 195.

5. St John Chrysostom. Faras Cathedral, south 
chapel, west wall (Phot. P. Ligier; courtesy of 
MNW).
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It is puzzling that the above quoted scholars (apart from Jakobielski) have paid any 
attention to the symbolic signifi cance of the object’s colour. This element is yellow, with 
a delicate, golden shade. The same shade was used to paint the saint’s aureole. The aureole 
was golden (according to the Greek origin of this word), but the Nubians applied a warm 
shadow of yellow ochre instead of golden leaves. By analogy, the element hanging from 
St John Chrysostom’s neck, painted with the same shade of ochre, was also seen to be 
golden. St John Chrysostom was referred to as ‘the golden-mouthed’ due to his eloquent 
sermons, preached while he was the bishop of Constantinople.28 

Looking for an analogy to the Nubian image of St John Chrysostom, one can fi nd an 
example in the very heart of the Byzantine Empire – the Hagia Sophia Church in Constan-
tinople. The northern tympanum of this church contained images of the following bishops, 
St Ignatius the Younger, St John Chrysostom (Fig. 6) and St Ignatius Theophoros, dated 
‘to the last two decades of the ninth century’.29 Each of the Church Fathers was dressed 
similarly in a sticharion (tunic) phelonion (chasuble) and an omophorion adorned with 
crosses. Such vestments were characteristic for bishops and each of these elements had 
a symbolic meaning. An omophorion resembled a loop loosely draped around the shoulders. 

28 Allen, Mayer 2000: 26–33.
29 Mango, Hawkins 1972: 41, Fig. 17.

6. St John Chrysostom. Hagia 
Sophia, Constantinople, north 
tympanum (Phot. P. Grotowski).
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The straps of the loop joined on the bishop’s chest at one end hanging in front of the fi gure. 
The shape of the omophorion and the way it was draped referred to the image of the lost 

sheep, which Christ – as the Good Shepherd – had carried in his arms back to the herd.30 
Omophorion was therefore a symbol of the ecclesiastical authority of bishops, who, like 
Christ, looked after their fl ock – that is, the faithful.

It seems, that St John Chrysostom from Faras has just this piece of vestment draped 
around his shoulders, although it is much shorter than the omophoria known from Byzantine 
representations. Nevertheless, it must be assumed that the Nubians did not always re-create 
the patterns known from Byzantium but rather processed them in their own way. The golden 
shade of St John Chrysostom’s omophorion was introduced intentionally to distinguish the 
golden-mouthed bishop from among the other Church bishops and fathers. Nubiologists 
from the very beginning adopted the wrong assumption, confusing an element of the attire 
with an attribute. An additional lack of comparisons with Byzantine examples led to quite 
risky collations of this element with a ‘swarm of bees’ or a ‘pencil case’. Meanwhile, the 
saint’s actual attribute is simply a codex, held in his left hand, similarly as in images of 
the bishops in the Hagia Sofi a Church.

The colours of the garments are in many cases elements that enable narrowing down the 
identifi cation of characters, because they have a symbolic meaning. Unfortunately, for many 
years, this aspect of the colour function has been omitted in Nubian studies in favour of 
stylistic research. The colour dominants have been treated as a decisive element in dating 
paintings. This is how the division into: violet, white, yellow-red, red and multi-coloured 
styles was created.31 This division was later elaborated and became even more detailed.32 
Such a division, apart from being based on an erroneous understanding of the term ‘style’, 
did not take into account the degree to which the paintings had been destroyed and the 
symbolic meaning of the colours.33 

Additionally, the Nubians who imitated Byzantine patterns used materials easily access-
ible on their land. As mentioned above, they used golden ochre shades instead of golden 
leaves and dark-red ochre instead of purple. 

Purple had a very strong symbolic meaning in Byzantium. The πορφυρογέννητοι 
− children born after their fathers had become emperors – formed the elite of the monarchs’ 
families.34 Purple appeared as the colour of the Virgin’s garments after the Council in 
Ephesus, held in 431, which declared Mary to be Theotokos − lit. ‘God-bearing’. The 
mosaics on the triumphal arch of Santa Maria Maggiore Church in Rome,35 made during 
Pope Sixtus III’s pontifi cate (432–440),36 no longer show Maria as a modest maid but as the 

30 Patterson Ševcenko 1991: 1526.
31 Michałowski 1974: 29.
32 Jakobielski 1982: 144.
33 Łaptaś 1996: 2–6. 
34 McCormick 1991: 1701.
35 Poeschke 2009: 71.
36 As evidenced by the dedicatory inscription Sixtus Episcopus plebi Dei on the triumphal arch.
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queen of virgins (regina virginorum Ps.−Mt 8:5), wearing golden trabea with a jewelled 
collar and pearls.37 

Since the sixth century, images of the Virgin clad in purple were widespread in art.38 
Paintings from the Faras Cathedral include many images of Maria wearing purple (violet) 
garments. This colour is seen on images from diff erent periods of the functioning of the 
Cathedral. The earliest image in the apse of the Cathedral was identifi ed on the basis 
of this colour. Because the composition in the apse was repainted when the representa-
tion of a king was added, Maria’s earliest image was covered by his silhouette (Fig. 7). 

37 Brenk 2010: 72, 77.
38 Petzolt 2017: 442.

7. A Nubian king under protection of the 
Theotokos with Emmanuel (the second 
painting layer) and the Theotokos (the 
fi rst painting layer). Faras Cathedral, 
apse, the middle part (Phot. P. Ligier; 
courtesy of MNW).
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However, the purple fragments emerging from underneath the latter make it possible to 
identify the earliest image. 

The apostles were usually represented in white clothes, which had a symbolic meaning, 
whereas Nubian kings were clad in richly decorated, ornamental garments, emphasising 
the splendour of royal ceremonies.

The archangels also wore spectacular vestments, embroidered and studded with precious 
stones. Through such representations, the painters showed the high position of the archangels 
at the celestial court. It was widely accepted by the scholars that the shape of the clothes as 
well as the ornaments on them could allow for a precise dating of the paintings. However, 
this assumption should be revised, taking into consideration that the painted images were 
sometimes created in isolation from reality.39 As an example may serve the painting of 
the archangel from the Faras Cathedral (Fig. 8).40 The archangel is dressed in a loros with 
a thorakion, richly decorated with rosettes formed from precious stones and pearls. If 
such a garment were to have actually existed, it would have been impossible to wear by 

39 This issue was discussed after the lecture of Magdalena Woźniak entitled ‘Nubian Textiles: Craft, Trade, 
Costume and Identity in the Medieval Kingdom of Makuria’, which was held in the Institute of Mediterranean 
and Oriental Cultures of the Polish Academy of Sciences on 24th October 2017.

40 Jakobielski et al. 2017: 229–230, cat. no. 63.

8. The Archangel Michael(?). Faras Cathedral, nave, 
third north pillar, west side (Phot. M. Niepokólczycki; 
courtesy of IKŚiO PAN).
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an ordinary mortal. However, wearing such a vestment would not have been a problem 
for an archangel. On the other hand, it is diffi  cult to imagine that a delicate creature with 
a subtle and ethereal physical form could fl y in the sky bearing such a heavy garment. The 
painter probably wanted to show the archangel’s splendour by dressing him in such richly 
decorated garments. This tendency could also be true of the images of Nubian rulers, who 
were intentionally represented in extremely richly decorated garments, which could have 
been the result of an exaggeration of their actual appearance.

Summing up, a garment may be an important factor in the recognition of certain 
characters but not a decisive one; thus, it should be taken into consideration together with 
painting’s context. 

THE CONTEXT

The context is understood here as the location of the painting within the building, as well 
as a set of factors or elements related to each other in such a way that they allow for an 
identifi cation of the entire scene, even though it is incomplete or the physiognomic types 
have not been preserved. This applies especially to multi-fi gure scenes or compositions 
based on written sources. One such example from outside Nubia may be an image consid-
ered to be the earliest painting of St Peter the Apostle, dated to the mid-third century, 
discovered in the Baptistery, in Dura Europos (Fig. 9).41 Despite the very schematic image 
of the Apostle and the silhouette of Christ (only partly preserved), the fact that both fi gures 
are walking on water with a boat bearing the other apostles in the background, directs 
us to a text from the Gospel of Matthew, in which the image of Jesus walking on water 
is described (Mt 14:28–34). This description, unlike the other ones in the Gospels of 
Mark (6:45–53) and John (6:15–21), contains the theme of Peter’s trial of faith, in which 
Jesus tested him by telling him to walk on the waves. If it was not for the surroundings 
and the fi gures accompanying Peter, it would be diffi  cult to identify him, especially 
since his head was not surrounded by a halo, which was later a permanent attribute 
of this saint.

Similar examples can be noted in Nubian paintings. A mural from Faras Cathedral (eight 
century) has not been preserved in full; however, some fi gures have been saved fragment-
arily, with their faces still visible. One of them can be identifi ed as an angel, due to his 
wings. As it is one of the earliest paintings from the Cathedral,42 the wings are painted in 
a very schematic way as rows of short strokes (Fig. 10). The angel is holding a sphere-
globe in his left hand, an attribute borrowed from imperial iconography, representing God’s 
authority. He is clad in a tunic with two orbiculi at knee height, and a chlamys, fastened 
on the right arm. To the right and left of the archangel, two standing silhouettes can be 
observed with their hands raised in the orans gesture. Each of them is wearing a short, 

41 Rostovtzeff  (Ed.) 1934: 266–270, Pls XLV and LI.
42 Godlewski 1992: 27, Fig. 3.
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9. Jesus Walking on the Water. Wall-painting in the 
baptistery of Domus Ecclesiae in Dura Europos 
(Rostovtzeff  (Ed.) 1934: Pl. LI).

10. Three Youths in a Fiery Furnace. Faras Cathedral, 
inv. no. 234040 MNW (Phot. P. Ligier; courtesy of the 
MNW).
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belted tunic, narrow trousers and knee-high boots. Wavy dark-red lines are depicted between 
the silhouettes and the angel. Both the arrangement of the characters and their praying 
gesture, in conjunction with the angelic silhouette, enable identifying this scene as the 
‘Three Youths in a Fiery Furnace’. As described in the book of Daniel, three Hebrew men 
(Dn 3:1–97) held captive by the Babylonian king Nebuchadnezzar refused to worship the 
golden statue set up by the king. The angry ruler ordered them to be thrown into a fi ery 
furnace. Despite this, the young men did not burn but walked among the fl ames praying to 
God. Nebuchadnezzar’s servants did not stop fi ring the furnace, but the angel of the Lord 
who descended into the furnace removed the fl ame so it did not harm the Three Youths. 
Seeing this miracle, Nebuchadnezzar was surprised, especially since he saw not three 
men in the oven but four, and the fourth was in appearance similar to an angel. Therefore, 
Nebuchadnezzar ordered the young men to be released, recognising that it was thanks to 
the help of the God to whom they had been praying, that they had been saved from the 
fi ery fl ames. Images of the Three Youths were present in art as of Early Christian times 
since their story announced the Resurrection and Universal Salvation. 

From the earliest images, the youths were shown in orantes positions, standing among 
fl ames (however the fi gure of an angel was introduced gradually); thus, the scene from 
Faras represents a typical scheme of this composition in which all the fi gures are standing 
in one line.43 An additional factor allowing for the identifi cation of this scene is its loca-
tion in the Cathedral’s interior. The scene was painted in the narthex, close to the entrance 
to the Cathedral. This part of the building was reserved for scenes connected with Salvation 
themes as seen on the example of the two archangels, fl anking the western entrance to the 
Cathedral. Concluding, the text behind the story44 and the place in which it is arranged in 
the building together with the attributes (the angel’s wings) and the vestments (the Three 
Youths’ very characteristic ‘oriental’ garments) compose a set of factors enabling the proper 
identifi cation of the paintings. 

THE INSCRIPTIONS

An inscription can be a decisive element in identifying a painting if it has been preserved in 
full. Often, however, the tituli accompanying the images are fragmentarily preserved. This
is the example of one of the most beautiful and famous Nubian paintings showing St Anne 
from Faras (Fig. 11).45

Even when it was discovered, the painting was substantially damaged, which can be 
traced on the basis of photographs taken in situ. Only the upper part of the saint’s silhouette 
has survived, including the head to the shoulders and part of the right hand. The identifi cation

43 In the mural of the Three Youths from cubiculum ‘Velatio’, dated to the end of the third century, the role 
of a messenger of God is played by a bird not by an angel. See: Brenk 1977: 134. The angel seems to have 
appeared in these scenes only as of the fourth century onwards.

44 Zielińska, Tsakos 2019: 84–85.
45 The mural is currently housed in the National Museum in Warsaw (inv. no. 234058 MNW).
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of the saint could be made on the basis of the titulus in Greek: ANNA Η ΜΗΤΗΡ ΤΗΣ 
ΘEΟΤΟΚΟU, HAGIA KAI MA ... (the rest of the inscription is missing). The scholars 
focused mainly on analysing Anne’s gesture. She is shown placing the forefi nger of her 
left hand up to her lips, in a gesture of silence. Tadeusz Dobrzeniecki devoted a profound 
study to the iconography of this scene;46 however, he did not analyse, in detail, the titulus 
surrounding St Anne’s face. In fact, it was Adam Łukaszewicz,47 who did such research, 
writing an article on the titulus of this image, in which he concentrated on two possible 
readings: the fi rst of these as Μαρια, the second – Μα [ριατόκος] – Maria’s mother. Each 
interpretation of this inscription leads to a diff erent identifi cation of the unpreserved 
fragment of the painting. The fi rst solution – KAI MARIA – may assume that Anna was 
originally shown on the painting together with Maria. According to the second one, it 
can be assumed that Anna was portrayed alone. I believe that the fi rst version, assuming 
that Anna was shown with little Maria, is more likely, because if the lost word was to be 
Μα [ριατόκος], this term would mean the same as μήτηρ τῆς θεοτόκου, and why would 
it have been doubled?

46 Dobrzeniecki 1988: 95–196.
47 Łukaszewicz 1992: 245–246.

11. St Anne. Faras Cathedral, north aisle, north wall; photo in situ (Phot. A. Dziewanowski; courtesy of IKŚiO PAN).
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If the inscription describing this painting had not survived at all, no one would probably 
have realised that the saint represented on the mural was Anna. First of all, she was shown 
without a halo, secondly – as a young woman, although it is known from apocryphal texts 
that she was already of a certain age when she became a mother (PJ 1–3,2). Thus, she 
typically appeared as an elderly woman in art.48 In this case, the inscription was a decisive 
element allowing for an interpretation of the image. However, due to its partial preservation 
and the mural’s incompleteness, it had to be carefully analysed. It seems that a similar 
statement would apply to most of the inscriptions accompanying Nubian painted images.

CONCLUSIONS

Based on the examples mentioned above, I have tried to show the diffi  culties in identi-
fying Nubian paintings. These often lead to the impossibility of the proper attribution of 
the painting.

One can ask whether there is any eff ective method that would allow for a relatively 
precise identifi cation of given images? It seems that there are several stages that would 
allow for a relatively safe procedure. One should begin with providing an exact description 
of the painting, taking into account the context, and therefore the place in liturgical, resi-
dential, or other interiors. The next stage is narrowing down the identifi cation by combining
the physiognomic type, the garments and the attributes. One decisive element in this case 
is the inscription, which allows for a fi nal identifi cation, provided that it is complete. It is 
important to fi nd the written sources behind the image and – fi nally – to conduct a compa-
rative analysis, both iconographic and iconological, with emphasis put on the fact that 
material from Nubia does not always have to be identical to that from Byzantium.

However, one practical problem involves the fact that many interpretations of the paint-
ings are made immediately during the excavations, without the possibility of conducting 
a deeper analysis. Identifi cations created in this way are often merged with the images, 
and are then frequently repeated, making it very diffi  cult to change them and introduce 
a new perspective on already widely accepted opinions.
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